**CUT OFF MARKS**

**newGEN Scholarship Examination – 2018**

It is noticed that only 2% candidates could secure more than 50% marks and 39% of candidates have either scored ‘ZERO’ or ‘NEGATIVE’ marks. Number of qualified candidates is far below prescribed number of scholarships.

With a view that new format of examination might have caused such result and to encourage candidates. Organization has decided to give consolation awards to all candidates who have secured more than zero marks in scholarship exam.

Scholarship will be given in following manner:

1. More than 50% marks : Rs. 1000/-
2. Above/Equal to 5 marks and below 50% marks: Rs. 200/-
3. Above 0 and below 5 : Rs. 50/-
4. Zero marks & below: Nil

Results will be sent to respective email ids of candidates. For any result related issues candidates can write to organization @ helpdesk@medhavionline.org.

It is again reminded to all candidates to keep their “PAYTM” account functional for instant transfer of scholarship.
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